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What is
HathiTrust?

A Partnership of major academic and research institutions working to ensure that the cultural record is
preserved and accessible long into the future.
A Trustworthy Digital Preservation Repository collaboratively owned and operated by the partnering
institutions to preserve and provide access to materials digitized from their library collections and other sources.

What is in
HathiTrust?

More than 10 million volumes, making it one of the largest research library collections in the world. Over 3
million of these volumes are in the public domain and fully viewable online.
HathiTrust brings together public domain and in-copyright materials digitized by Google, the Internet Archive,
library in-house operations, and other initiatives. Materials are stored securely for access now and in future
generations in a robust digital preservation repository.
Material Types: Books and journals; pilots projects are underway to include digital images and audio
Languages: More than 400
Publication dates: c. 1500-present
Subjects: Similar to any large North American research library
Copyright status: Nearly 1/3 of the volumes in HathiTrust are either in the public domain, or in-copyright
volumes that rights holders have given HathiTrust permission to make available
In-copyright or undetermined
Public domain or open access
Public domain worldwide
Public domain in the US
Open Access
•
•

What can I
do with
HathiTrust?

What is the
difference
between
HathiTrust
and Google
Books?
	
  

68%
32%
21% (~4% US federal gov’t documents)
11%
~12,000 volumes (including CC-licensed)

Public Domain world-wide includes pre-1923 U.S. Publications, U.S. Federal Government Documents,
and non-U.S. works published more than 140 years ago
Public Domain in the US includes works published pre-1923 anywhere in the world

•

Bibliographic or full-text search of all volumes
o Search the full-text of your library!

HathiTrust holds digital versions of roughly 50% of the print holdings of every large
research library in North America
o HathiTrust records can be searched in OCLC’s WorldCat
o The full-text of HathiTrust volumes will soon be searchable in services offered by vendors
such as EBSCO, Ex Libris, OCLC, and ProQuest.

•

Create personal collections
o Collections are full-text searchable and can be made public or private; public collections are
easily shared with others

•

Read and download public domain and open access volumes online
o Anyone can download a single page at a time
o Full PDFs of “Full view” volumes digitized by Google (~89% of publicly available volumes) can
be downloaded by affiliates of partner institutions; many can be downloaded on Google Books
o Anyone can download Full-PDFs of volumes that do not carry third-party restrictions (~10%)

Many works that are available in HathiTrust are not present in Google Books because they were not
digitized by Google, or not available in Google Books because of differing rights determination processes.
The largest categories of these include U.S. federal government documents and public domain works
published in the United States after 1923.
HathiTrust has a traditional online public catalog interface, with powerful querying and advanced search
options. Full-text searches inside in-copyright materials yield information about the location of search terms
that occur throughout the work, helping users determine the relevance of works to their topic or find
information quickly in a print copy close at hand.

